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President: Clive Osborne
Tel: 01733 560303
president@peterboroughmc.co.uk

needs YOU!

Chairman: Pete Machin
chairman@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Treasurer: Laura Bradley
Tel: 07946 252632
treasurer@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Events co-ordinators:
Jeff Smith and Jez Gittins
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Equipment officer: Miles Goff
webmaster@peterboroughmc.co.uk
Cottage bookings: Robin Phillips
Tel: 01536 370144
gweledfa@hotmail.com

www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk

New members secretary:
newmembers@peterboroughmc.co.uk

www.peterboroughmc.co.uk

Secretary: Moira Smith
secretary@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Please note: e-mail address and the web address
are now “.co.uk” instead of “.org.uk”

Produced by
Jenna Maryniak &
Matt Taylor
Tel: 07876 564117
publisher@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Many thanks to all our
contributors this issue. We
would love to receive your
articles and pictures for
the next issue – but you
don’t have to write a whole
article, you can also just
send us your ramblings, letters, news, best photos,
“Can’t-live-without” gear
reviews, or tell us about
your favourite walks /
scrambles / routes / MTB
areas! We can even advertise items
wanted/for sale...

The next deadline is:
*2nd May 2011
so e-mail them to us:
publisher@
peterboroughmc.co.uk

(N.B. Text should ideally be
sent as .doc Word
documents and pictures
should be high resolution
jpgs (300dpi - at 8cm plus)
– send them at their original
size, so we can print them
big!)

Thanks to Paul Rowlands and Pete
Machin for their assistance in the
production, printing and distribution of this
magazine!
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PMC News...

#

ENGAGED!

From Pete Machin

Membership renewals

For the first time in PMC history, this year,
Membership secretary, Daniel Flatt has been
trying to introduce an online membership
renewal process. Unfortunately, things have
not worked as we would have hoped.
Currently, we are working to resolve the situation and I expect by the time this is published,
it will be business as usual. You have my personal apology for any inconvenience that has
been caused by delays in the renewal process
and I assure you that we will be applying any
lessons learnt from this to next year.

Treasurer hand-over

With the hand-over going on with the
Treasurer position, which, due to the competency and efficiency of our bank, has taken up a
large part of a year, we were in no position at
the AGM back in November to appoint an
Auditor. In order to comply with our much
valued club rules and constitution, this had to
be done at an EGM which took place on 12th
January 2011.
Dave Fleet was proposed by the committee
to be honorary auditor and a quorum of the
Committee and PMC members voted him into
the position unanimously.

Climbing Wall parking

It has come to my attention that some PMC
members are giving their membership cards
and cottage keys to family and friends so that
they can enjoy club benefits.
Don’t do it, you are devaluing the benefits
that are in place for paying members. This also
has the potential to damage the club’s relationships with third party organisations and companies. If you get caught, you will have to
accept the consequences.

#

Myles Harwood and Laura Bradley got engaged
at Christmas. Laura says: “We are planning to
get married late summer or early Autumn this
year. Any recommendations of climbing
locations for Stag / Hen do’s would be
gratefully received.”

The official magazine of the
Peterborough Mountaineering
Club (PMC).
Printed by:
90 Peterborough Road, Farcet,
Peterborough PE7 3BN. Tel: 01733
562372. www.kengirvan.co.uk
If you don’t
keep your copies of Take In forever and ever, make sure you recycle them!
See contact details opposite.
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Annual PMC Climbing
competition

Tamara
Tamara Cooke
Cooke
reports...
reports...

It wasn’t even close to 6pm yet and already the
steps were being filled. More and more came
bounding in amongst shouts of “Oooh” and
“What’s that then” and “Is is a sit-start?” “God
I hope not”, with the most common “Look at
the new holds!!”
After introductions from Clive (Osborne),
with an outline of the usual rules and how
points really could mean prizes; it was time to
get crushing!

30 routes in 3 hours….

As soon as Clive gave everyone the off they all
came down onto the mats in one big swoop.
Checking out the scoring sheets to see how
they were going to try and get a go at all of
the problems, and the best order to do it in.
Many ticked off the yellows on the slab lead4

ing to the stalactite early on for an easy 10pts.
But it wasn’t so very cut and dry… Some of
the 4’s were proving tougher to figure than the
5’s and some of the 6’s were on par with a low
7 – or was that just me hearing the mutterings
from the crowd?
Nevertheless Nigel Leeming showed to be an
early contender as he got straight onto the
handstand start on the slab and even made it
up to the sloper but sadly he came off to the
sound of a huge sigh from the room as we all
suddenly realised our sheer group force of will
had not managed to power him through it. A
few us had our dreams smashed right there
and then – we were out on our own to get
these routes done and no amount of wishes
for instantaneous levitation was going to alleviate the pain of getting to the top.
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to prove slightly trickier for everyone. Easier
Now I’ve never clock watched when I climb
start, but the middle we thought was pushing
before so I was surprised to find that when I
the top end for a grade 5 if not 6. Ah well, you
was very pleased with myself for completing
give it a go and climb with what you’ve got I
five routes so quickly I had already eaten away
one hour of time. Less chatter – it was time to guess.
Alex Stone was looking strong right up until
get on these routes!
the last half hour when he really was pushing
Daniel Flatt was next to have a go at the
everything just to give it a go. I was pretty sure
handstand greens – again making it look very
he had a prize in the
easy until the sloper
bag already, but he kept
– we all held our
RESULTS & POINTS
on going and saved the
breath “Come on
hardest for last!
Daniel” was the colOUT OF POSSIBLE 300
Now, I must mention
lective cheer, he was
OPEN:- 1ST.
Luke Williams
257
Daniela Matias, for
doing well holding
2nd
Darren O’Sullivan 233
someone who hasn’t
onto the sloper,
3rd
Simon Twinley
222
been climbing very long
moving steady for
VETS:- 1ST
Nigel Leeming
252
she did terribly well
the next hold, I
2nd
Matt Taylor
165
and held her own for
couldn’t watch any3rd
Ben Robotham 154
the whole competition
more but I did, and
while everyone else
then “No!!” he was
YOUTH:-1st
Alex Stone
221
was running around
off. “Bad luck dude,
UP TO 5C:1ST
James Kirkpatrick 145
like a mad person!
you had that”. Alex
2nd
Lewis Fielding
137
Matt Taylor and Ben
Stone also made it
3rd
Adam Greenough 112
Robotham made a
to the sloper, but
great partnership I
again we were still
LADIES. 1ST
Tamara Cooke
120
observed. If one didn’t
to wait for a top2nd
Lin Marsh
54
3rd
Daniela Matias 24
do it first time then the
out on it.
other one did and was
As we cut into
sure to give the bet
1.5hours you could
away so they both had a
begin to see groups
shot.
forming around particular routes. There was
That was one of the many great things I
the pink (just turnover and reach out for it)/
found at the PMC Bouldering Comp, and I’m
purple (lovely route but almost impossible
sure you will agree that it’s always the same at
static unless you have Van Damme abs)/ and
the green route (easily fluffed) group (panels 2- every climbing competition. We’re all there trying to crush and hope to win a prize, but at
3). There was the biggest hive of activity over
the same time if we see anyone struggling
in the red corner (can you bridge it?)/ white
(harder than it looked)/ and the green (yes lets we’re right there telling them how to get up
the damn thing if they need a push.
see if we can traverse dyno three panels…)
Another year gone by and what a great comp
group (panels 8 + 9 + 10).
it was. Hopefully we will see all of the faces
Upstairs on the traverse wall were two awesome routes. The blue was tricky, but once you that were missing this year, next year!
finished it, you got the whole flow and how it
Prizes donated by Trail Magazine & Cotswold
made you move, I couldn’t wait to get back the –Outdoor,
with spot ‘Easter Egg’ prizes presented
next week and do it again! The purple seemed
given by Pitch Climbing.
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RAY FINDING
1929 – 2011

Clive Osborne, President of the PMC pays tribute to Founder Member of the PMC

often as possible and thus the PMC was formed.
Ray Finding left school at 14 and started an
There were 13 Founder Members and Ray
apprenticeship with Perkins but with war
Finding was one of them. ( As far as I know only
around he joined the ATC and then the RAF. In
three other Founder Members are still with us
1946-7 he was sent to supervise the orderly
:- Noel Wainer, Jean Abbs, Norman Swain)
partitioning of India and Pakistan for which he
Transport to Wales was always eagerly sought
received a payment from the Emperor of India
for his services. Ray left the RAF after 2½ years and Ray frequently filled his car ‘EFL 3’ with passengers on a Friday night and drove the 200
and used the payment to pay for his passage to
miles to North Wales. He helped Bob Shaw
the USA. Foreigners were not allowed to do
organise the
paid work in the
club’s first ski-ing
USA at that time
trip to Glencoe
so he was ‘sponin 1956 again
sored’ by a USA
transporting
Airman who
other members.
provided board
Ray was active
and lodging and
in helping to purfood in return
chase the cotfor ‘unpaid’
tage at Mynydd
work. After 6
Llandegai jointly
months there he
with the WMC
returned to
and in the early
Peterborough
years he was
and his apprenTreasurer and
ticeship with
From top left: Christmas 1955; bottom left – Easter 1956;
committee
memPerkins.
bottom right – Tyn-Y-Shanty North Wales 1956.
ber of the PMC.
In September
Through his actions Ray has brought a lot of
1954 the Mountaineering Association and the
pleasure to thousands of PMC members plus
Joint Education Board organised evening classes
quite a few marriages and many more lifelong
in mountaineering in Peterborough. Many of the
friendships
people who signed up for the course had never
Ray died on the 2nd Jan 2011 and the funeral
been on a mountain before but were curious to
was held at the Park Road Baptist Church
know what it was all about. Ray was probably
where he was a very active member, worshiper
looking for a bit of adventure following his
and general repair man.
action packed youth.
A wreathe and tribute to him from the PMC
The course tutor failed to turn up and Bob
was placed in the Garden of Remembrance.
Shaw, ex Commando, led the class. They gelled
as a group and continued to meet every Friday
Thanks Ray.
night. Trips to the mountains were organised as
6
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Walking the West
Highland Way

Mike Pratt and friends check the pubs between Glasgow and Fort William …
In 2009 a group of guys that I go walking with
decided we should do something a bit different
and a number of ideas were bandied about. It
was decided to do the West Highland Way. The
WHW runs 95 miles from Milngavie (pronounced Mulguy) a northern suburb of
Glasgow, to Fort William.
Being a purist I suggested that we had to
backpack it. Purism was not well received and
so we took the easy option. We decided to do
our bit for the Scottish economy and engaged
the services of one of the many travel companies that offer to organise and support your
trip. We chose Macs Adventure. The first thing
to do is to decide if you are going to be a
hare, or a tortoise. Macs Adventure offers a
selection of trips from 4 – 10 walking days.
Obviously the longer the trip, the greater the
expense. We decided that we would do it in 6
walking days.
So in mid May, the five of us drove to
Milngavie and found our overnight accommodation. Good tip, park your cars in the lay-by
opposite the cop shop.
The next morning we set off with our day
packs. The rest of our luggage (in one bag and
not exceeding 15 kg) was left to be collected
and taken to our next overnight stop. I was
beginning to agree with the others that maybe
purism is much exaggerated.
The start of the WHW is a big attraction.
The local tourist office even provides a man to
take your photo.
We were equipped with a number of OS
maps and the Trailblazer Guide (which was
very good). In fact the only time we got off
course was in the first mile when we were
gabbling so much we missed the correct path.

The first day was a bit of an easy peasy starter,
12 miles to the town of Drymen. The following
morning, after a hearty breakfast and early
start we set off for Loch Lomond and a very
pleasant 14 mile walk eventually brought us to
Rowarden and its more than welcome hotel.
The hotel, which does meals, was very busy as
it catered not only for its own guests, but also
those from the nearby youth hostel and
sundry campers. The next day was the longest,
20 miles to Crianlarich. To reach the hotel you
have to go off route for about a mile, but it is
worth the deviation. The Crianlarich hotel was
very civilised. The following day we made our
way back to the path and then headed for
Tyndrum. At times we skirted the railway, went
past the tepees and through the old lead
workings just outside Tyndrum. There was a bit
of drizzle, but nothing serious. We had to stop
for a beer at Bridge of Orchy hotel. Then onto
our night’s stop at the old drover’s inn at
Invoranan. A total of 16 miles, although it felt
longer. Talking to the campers in the bar that
night they told us that even then, early May, the
midges were biting.
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We left the hotel and followed a grand track
to and around the Glencoe ski area. Crossing
the road the Kingshouse Inn appeared and
fearing dehydration we wandered in. We then
girded our loins for one of the only two steep
bits on the trip, The Devils Staircase. Used and
enhanced by the navvies who were building the
Blackwater reservoir many years ago. The
route down to Kinlochleven is a well used
mountain bike track so be careful. It also
seems to go on forever. Eventually you come
across a series of massive pipes which were
used to carry water from the reservoir to the
generating power house in Kinlochleven. The
electricity generated was used to smelt aluminium. The pipes still carry water but generate a much smaller amount of electricity which
is fed into the grid. Now British Aluminium has
gone and the town, which sits at the end of a
long loch, has a forsaken air about it. If it was
not for the WHW it would probably die altogether.
We had walked 19 miles and our B & B was
very well appointed. Although the profusion of
teddy bears did nothing for me. The breakfast
at this B & B was the best of the whole trip.
The scope was enormous. Soon after setting
out we came to the second bit of up, a little
gradient up to General Wade’s military road
which was built to provide a speedy means of
access between towns and the garrison town
of Fort William. We had a bit of drizzle on the
way, but nothing desperate. Eventually you
cross the low level ridge into Glen Nevis and
walk along the glen to Fort William. This at the
end of the day’s walk, 14 miles, was a welcome
sight. Since we finished the walk last year, the
official end has been moved further into the
centre of the town.
How you return to Milngavie is up to you.
We went by train. The bad news is that it
leaves early and takes light years. The good
news is that if the visibility is good, it is a fantastic trip as it winds its way over Rannoch
moor. It takes you behind the Nevis range,
8

gives you superb views of Buchaille Etive Mhor
and you will only see birds and deer. Once it
gets past Tarbet the views ease off and there is
a long haul involving 2 changes into Milngavie.
You could take the bus to Glasgow. It is up to
you.
The WHW is a major industry. It provides a
substantial contribution to the income of this
part of Scotland and people travel from all
over the world to do it. The track is well
marked and generally in good condition. If you
are a reasonably fit walker you can do this
without any problem. If you are an unfit walker,
just take longer. There are a host of stops for
accommodation or food. One thing we did discover talking to others is that if you wish to
plan your own trip some people experienced
trouble in booking certain accommodation as
the travel company’s pre book beds for their
anticipated clients. I could see how this walk
could get quite crowded so choose your time
carefully. May is a good time, not too warm and
not too cold and not too busy. We saw plenty
of plants in flower and even an adder. We were
very pleased with the way our trip went, our
bags were always waiting for us and nothing
went missing. Just a word of warning, do read
the small print. One of our guys had 1 small
and 1 medium bag instead of 1 big one and
was charged £5 for the extra bag at the end of
the first day. For the rest of the trip we simply
stuffed the small bag into his other one.
Have fun.
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My favourite malt
by Peter Machin
Whisky
I have dedicated much time and effort and
indeed quite a few liver cells to exploring the
finer qualities of Whisky. There are 89 distilleries in Scotland each producing many different
whiskies. With this in mind, I cannot offer a
comprehensive
guide.
Firstly, in my
camp, there is
no ‘e’ in Whisky.
There is nothing
wrong with the
Irish stuff, but my preference lies
north of the border.
My first piece of advice when
choosing a Whisky is to select your
preferred whisky region. This is a
bit like choosing your grape when
selecting a wine. Speyside, a tiny area to the
North East is home to more than half of
Scotland’s distilleries.
Speyside whiskies are usually subtle and
smooth. Some are light and floral, others are
more complex with sherry tones.
The Highland Whisky region is huge and
therefore offers diversity in taste and character. Islay, however is the most distinct whisky
region owing to the strong, smoky, peaty
flavour.
The Islands whiskies again have diverse characters. Arran being very gentle and elegant,
and Talisker (Skye) being very complex and
peppery.
The Lowlands tend to be light bodied and
Cambletown are amongst the heaviest bodied
whiskies.
Personally, my choice depends upon my
mood. I thoroughly enjoy a dram of Talisker if

I am in the mood for sophistication, for just
relaxing in the comforting warmth, I turn to
Speyside. When I really want to taste the
whisky, it has to be Islay.
Of the Islay malts, Bowmore Darkest is my
favourite. It is more subtle than Laphroaig,
and being finished in a Sherry cask, this has
some extra complexity to the taste.
On a recent
journey to
Scotland, I discovered Balvenie, a
Speyside Malt.
The Old Bridge
Inn, Aviemore,
had three of their
malts to choose
from,
Doublewood, Signature and Portwood. I sampled all three (at least once).
OK, so asking the camp bartender with the
‘70s style porn star ‘tash for a Doublewood
takes a little comfort in ones sexuality. What
you receive from the bartender is a deep, satisfying relaxation with a warm afterglow; perfect
to enjoy next to the open fire after a day on
the Cairngorm sub-arctic plateau. The 21 year
old Portwood was a disappointment. This is finished in fine Port casks, and I was hoping for a
satisfying hint of quality Port. I find that the
older the Whisky, the more harsh it is on the
tongue, and this was no exception. The
Signature had some added complexity over the
Doublewood, but my taste buds were not up
to appreciating this, so I went back to the
Doublewood again and again.
Remember, enjoy responsibly.
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Battle with the Oggs!
Peter Machin does
with battle with Ogg’s
Hindquarters on route
to Coire an t’Sneachda

The long drive north is always a daunting, yet
necessary undertaking for mountaineers wanting to equip themselves with all round experience. One could argue that you are not a
mountaineer if you have not experienced a
diverse selection of mountains in all seasons
and in varied conditions. Scottish winter usually
means a long walk in, cold weather with bitterly cold winds that drive spindrift into exposed
skin and any slight gap in your clothing.
The drive with Nick Livesey and Callum
Urquhart flew by and we broke up the journey
with a stop at Craig a Barns near Dunkeld; a
lovely roadside crag with plenty to go at. We
opted to have a bash at Ogg’s Hindquarters; a
tasty Vdiff. Let me quote from the guidebook
before you judge it on grade alone. ‘Bridge up
the overhanging groove before stepping right
onto the hanging slab.’ We couldn’t be sure we
10

were in the right place; the Scottish rock
guidebook has a photo guide to every route in
Scotland, except Ogg’s.
We found something that matched the
description, and I set about the overhanging
groove. I grunted and thrutched, and grunted
some more. The temperature was zero
degrees, yet I was sweating profusely. My hips
were at the limit of their flexibility, and being
stiffened from six hours sitting in the car, it
wasn’t fair of me to ask more of them; however it was more that was needed, so really it
was no surprise that I came off. For a half a
second, I was thinking about how good my cam
placement was, but I hadn’t moved. My feet
were dangling in space and I was still hanging
from my crimped left hand. A scrappy thrutch
and grunt got me onto the next move. My left
arm didn’t want to play anymore, so I lowered
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off and Callum stepped up for a
go. He grunted and swore his
way up and finished off the route
well. I had another go; oddly it
was quite enjoyable as a second.
Another 90 minutes in the car
and we were at the Aviemore
bunkhouse. There was no sign
of Jeff Smith, Mick Brunton or
Mark Bishop. As they were not
answering the phone, we
guessed that they were still
climbing. They had set off the
evening before and broke their
journey with accommodation in
Edinburgh with the hope to
climb on the Friday. I had flippantly dismissed this idea saying
that ‘you will still be tired and
you still won’t be ready to climb
anything early enough to make it
worthwhile’.
We watched the setting sun
and hoped that our friends were
safe and not stuck somewhere
for the night. Not knowing what
their plans involved, we did not
know where to search for them
or even direct MRT. With that in
mind, we filled our bellies with
food and settled into a chair next to an open
fire. Our thoughts occasionally returned to
the safety of our friends, but we could do
nothing but continue to enjoy beer and whisky.
At 9pm, a rather distressed sounding Jeff
phoned. They were ok and were now down.
He signed off with the words, ‘see you in the
pub’. They hadn’t started early enough and
with three on the rope, the head torch finale
was inevitable.
At the call of my early morning alarm, a
super keen Nick sprinted from his bed and
began his ablutions. Myself, Callum and Jeff
surfaced shortly after. Mark decided to have a
rest day and Mick had plans to go skiing.

I had a lot on my mind on the walk in.
Usually, I spend the time getting my head in the
right place to climb. Eventually I gave up my
fight with it and left it to its own devices. I
was quite surprised with what thoughts were
going on in there. We all arrived hot and
sweaty in Coire an t’Sneachda; well, we were
all hot and sweaty with the exception of
Callum who was wearing nothing but his
salopettes and he had those unzipped as far he
legally could. It was not warm, maybe just
below freezing, but the low cloud and still air
were making it near impossible for us to lose
excess heat. The low cloud gave us another
problem; could we find our intended route, the
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Runnel (grade II)? I had some previous knowledge of the area and suggested we head up
and right. Fortunately, just before we walked
past it, a gentleman with even more knowledge
of the area pointed us straight at it.
I was feeling quite happy to solo the route at
least as far as the crux chimney pitch at the
top. Protracted belays stiffen the muscles, and
you get cold and you spend too long in the firing line of any lumps of ice falling from higher
up. Soloing in winter is the way forward for
added comfort. Jeff and Callum had stopped
to rope up at a comfortable ledge. With a
large party approaching, I was keen to press
on; the more people above you, the more icy
missiles will strike you about the helmet and
body. Nick and I set off solo, vowing to wait
for Jeff and Callum at the top.
From the ledge, the gully noticeably steepened, and as it did, the structure of the ice
changed. It glowed light blue from beneath a
thin, aerated veneer. The quality of the ice was
quite variable. Some axe placements were
good and solid, others were somewhat insecure. My concentration was focused intensely;
nothing else existed in my mind than my axe
placements, crampon placements and keeping

12

my heel low. I had entered into that rhythmic
state of movement; tools communicating the
worth of their placement back to me. I should
have been able to relax and fully enjoy the feeling of climbing, but as the gully steepened again
I entered a particularly unstable section of ice.
I moved up and rightwards and found better
ice. I paused to catch my breath; a trickle of
spindrift ran down the gully followed by a large
lump of ice. I gave a call of ‘below’. A few
more lumps travelled passed.
Just before I started moving off again, Nick
suggested that we roped up. I breathed a sigh
of relief. I was carrying the rope, so I would
lose the burden of its weight and I would enjoy
the security that it would offer. I was in a
strange paradox though. I would have much
preferred to continue soloing as I now knew
that we would be getting cold on the belays.
I moved to a crack in the rock to my right,
made an anchor and brought Nick up to
where I was. It took us quite a while to make
it safe and sort the rope out, Nick had
requested that I lead. I had thought about
moving together for speed and warmth, but
protecting the rope would have been very difficult. By the time I had got going again, a large
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party had overtaken us, and Jeff had led past
me, made an anchor and was belaying Callum,
who was just about to overtake our position.
We now had the safety of the rope, but our
position was potentially more dangerous. Six
people above us each having the potential to
drop an ice axe, ice screw, lump of ice or even
fall themselves.
I moved on, stopping early on to place a nut
in a crack to protect the belay, but then running out something close to 40 metres of rope
before belaying again. Nick soon arrived and
announced that his calves were on fire. I
warned him that they would now seize up on
the belay and I led off smiling to myself that he
would now have the thought of seized muscles
stewing in his head.
I made two perfect ice screw placements in
an icefall and then ran out the rope again. I
wanted to reach the spot where Callum was
belaying Jeff some twenty metres away, but
Nick announced that I only had ten metres of
rope left. I found a crack in the rock on the

left for a number 2 nut. Now when I say number 2, I am referring to its size. I am not using
a slang term describing its quality, however in
an ideal world, it would have sat much better. I
excavated a large amount of loose ice in order
to place an ice screw in the solid stuff below;
the spoil from my excavation landing on Nick,
much to his dismay. He peered up at me from
beneath his helmet; his expression telling me
that he wanted to excavate a large hole and
screw me into the ice. I felt quite glad to be
sixty metres away from him. I also buried my
ice axe and clipped to that too.
I was not the best belay ever. It was perfectly
secure for bringing up a second; though I
would not want to test it with a lead fall. Its
security was not the problem; it was the most
awkward and uncomfortable belay position
ever. I could not get my weight off my calf
muscles, so my legs wanted to go into cramp.
Managing the rope was just hard work and I
feared getting into an almighty tangle. I was
also in the direct line of falling ice that Jeff was
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hacking off the final pitch; huge lumps rained
down striking me about my helmet and shoulders; Karmic retribution for dropping ice onto
Nick perhaps. To really cheer me up, as I
belayed, I became acutely aware of my toes
becoming painfully cold.
Nick climbed up about 40 metres and made
an anchor. This allowed me to move up to the
stance where Callum was still belaying Jeff. My
leg muscles protested bitterly at my request to
move. Then I felt the blood return to my cold
feet with the accompanying excruciating hot
aches.
We had estimated that from Nick’s stance, it
was a full rope length to the top. I didn’t want
to risk running out of rope on the crux pitch,
so another belay was constructed just for the
last 30 metres.
The crux chimney pitch was excellent. The
ice was much steeper, but axe placements
14

were more secure. By this time though, I was
tired, my legs would not stop shaking with the
effort and the exit steepened to almost vertical forcing me to exert more effort than I
thought I had in reserve. Topping out never
felt so good.
I’m not sure that Nick enjoyed the route; his
legs had been aching for most of the climb and
I was fairly sure he had less left for the crux
than I. It is a real testament to his fortitude
that he succeeded.
On our walk down, we were treated to the
low clouds dispersing and showing us the view.
The light from the late afternoon sun was sublime. The higher clouds developed a golden
lining; a veritable reward for our efforts.
More rewards awaited our return in
Aviemore in the shape of a hot shower, Fish
and Chips, Beer and single malt whisky in front
of the open fire in the Old Bridge Inn.
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Sunday’s weather was much worse. The wind
had gained strength and was touching 40MPH;
a storm was coming in. I had walked back into
Coire an t’Sneachda with Mick. We didn’t have
a solid plan for the day; just climb something.
When we saw the spindrift pouring down the
coire, we decided anything above grade I would
be foolhardy. Mick suggested Jacob’s ladder. I
didn’t need asking twice.
The lower section was deep powder and
very hard work. I suspected that this posed a
fairly high avalanche risk, and got myself above
it as quickly as I could. The steeper ground
was home to more compact snow/ice. We
moved solo and exited the gully into a very
strong wind. My hair was matted with sweat

from my efforts in the gully. This froze quickly
in the wind, welding my hood to my face in the
process. I have since bought myself a balaclava.
We abandoned a walk up to Cairngorm summit as the storm was approaching fast. We
made an even faster, wind assisted descent of
the ridge and met Nick, Mark, Jeff and Callum
in the cafe at the bottom. They had all abandoned their plans due to the weather. It is
always pleasing to be up and down again
before noon and have an afternoon to relax
and reflect upon an excellent meet in excellent
company.
Many of the photographs courtesy of Nick
Livesey.
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A road test of the
Adventurer 2800
Mike has been a member of the Club for 30
years. He is a Munroist having climbed over
half of them in winter conditions, so has spent
a lot of time wandering around in circles on
big hills.
They say you should always have a compass
and map with you and that no gizmo can make
up for the absence of such items. The
Adventurer 2800 almost disproves that advice.
I had owned an e Trek for some time and
found it a very helpful navigational tool. I then
acquired some Memory
Map software. As a special treat I bought the
2800.
It is a 12 channel GPS
of the moving map variety. It is waterproof and
has a lithium ion battery
which stays charged for
about 8 hours. Thus if you
use only when needed,
you will have ample battery life for a trip. It
acquires satellites a lot quicker than my E Trek.
There is also the option of the 3500 which has
a bigger screen. If you really feel indulgent this
is the one to buy. There is an option for a battery save device.
The 2800 package comes with the device
itself and the supporting software. The standard map package comprises all of the
National Parks on Landranger. It is possible to
buy it with a complete set of GB maps on
Landranger, obviously this is more expensive.
Memory Map supply a vast range of maps.
There is GB broken down into about 9 areas
in the Landranger series and a number of
1:25K. They also produce French ISG maps for
16

the alps.
The 2800 is connected to the computer by a
mini usb lead. It operates as another drive and
is seen as such by the computer to which it is
connected . Once a route has been programmed, you can click on its Properties file
and obtain it’s length and the amount of ascent
and descent. You can also print out route
cards. It also has a fly through facility whereby
you can fly through your chosen route in a
simplified form of 3D.
Charging is by a mains
lead with transformer, by
usb lead to computer, or
by 12v transformer connection to a cigarette
lighter. It comes with all
these leads and a carrier
to attach to a belt. It also
comes with a stylus for
use on the touch screen
of the 2800. Very useful
when you are wearing
mitts.
So much for the basic description, but what
does it do. Provided you have the relevant map
loaded, quite a lot. In addition to its moving
map capability it comes with the Memory map
software. This software gives you the ability to
set out routes which can then be transferred
to the 2800, or other device. You can use it as
a sophisticated navigational device, plan routes
on the computer set waypoints etc, or simply
as a stand alone tool. Just turn it on when you
want to know where you are. After a short
time a padlock is highlighted on the screen to
tell you that it is locked on and you are ready
to navigate. The base map will normally be
Landranger. Your position then appears as a
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flashing red dot on the map portrayed on the
screen. The screen gives you a choice of scales
/ enlargements from 10 k to 200m. There are
also statute and nautical units. There is a large
range of base grids including Lat Long. So you
now know where you are and from that you
can determine where you want to be.
There is the facility that if you touch any part
of the screen, a little
window appears which
gives you the position (
to 10 figures) and the
height of that point. It
also has the facility that
if you want to create a
mark, or waypoint all
you have to do is touch
the Mark point on the
touch screen and then touch the map wherever you want to position the Mark. A further
navigational window can be opened which will
give you the heading from your present position together with the time and distance to
that mark. Thus if you want to walk to a point
where there is a bridge to cross a river you
can mark it and your course is given to you.
Moreover the moving map will show you your
progress.
I was asked by a friend to help him crew his
boat from its base near Oban to its new home
in the Menai Strait. Alas my friends on board
gps and radar were not working. I could do
nothing about the radar but the 2800 when
changed to nautical base was able to give him
position in Lat Long which he could plot on his
charts and when we were on the Landranger
Base it showed our position at sea and I was
able to set as a Mark, Puffin Island at the end
of the Menai Strait so we could navigate
towards it. The 2800 was telling us our speed
in knots and the distance to the mark and the
time it would take. This was critical information
as we had to be there when the tide was right
for us.
Tracks that you record when walking with

the machine switched on can be uplifted to
your computer. This can be useful when you
are cycling (there is an option of a handlebar
mount). You can do your cycle, get home,
upload your route and it will tell you how far
you have travelled and how much ascent and
descent you have done. Alternatively you can
plan your route on the computer and it will
tell you distance and
height gain and then
download to 2800 and
simply follow it.
Earlier in the year I was
doing a couple of
Munros with a friend on
the Cairngorm plateau, it
was very misty and there
was a thick covering of
compact neve. To get off the plateau we really
needed to find the land rover track that leads
to the valley. There were no footprints and
everything was white. The 2800 enabled us to
position ourselves on the track, albeit that we
could not physically see it and follow it until
we came out of the mist and it became more
distinct.
The 2800 has a couple of applications, photos
and apps for future development.
It is possible to upgrade the standard SD
card that comes with the 2800, to a larger size.
This means that more maps can be loaded
onto the card. I have upgraded and have a
complete set of Landrangers and some
Outdoor Leisure maps as well.
If you do a lot of walking on your own, or off
the beaten track this is the tool for you.
If you do buy one, make sure you read the
manual before you use the 2800. If you do
need help, Memory map run a very useful and
comprehensive help service, which can be
accessed from their website, www.memorymap.co.uk/ The photos give some indication as to the
size and display. It is better in real life.
– Mike Pratt
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At the recent club dinner Clive donned his best
Thespian outfit to produce a tour de force …
THE BALLAD OF IDWAL SLABS
By Showell Styles
Illustrations by Ivan Cumberpatch.
I’ll tell you a tale of a climber; a drama of love
on the crags;
A story to pluck at your heart-strings and
tear your emotions to rags.
He was tall, he was fair, he was handsome;
John Christopher Brown was his name.
The Very Severes nearly bored him to tears;
and he felt about girls much the same.
Till one day while climbing at Ogwen, he fell
(just a figure of speech)
For the President’s beautiful daughter; Mary
Jane Smith; what a peach!
Her figure was slim as Nape’s Needle, her lips
were as red as Red Wall;
A regular tiger, she’d been up the Eiger, North
Wall with no pitons at all.
Now Mary had several suitors, but never a one would she take.
Though it seemed she favoured one fellow, a villain named Reginald Hake.
This Hake was a cad who used pitons, and wore a long silken moustache,
Which he used, so they say, as an extra belay : but perhaps we are being too harsh.
John took Mary climbing on Lliwedd, and proposed on while on Mallory’s Slab.
It took him three pitches to do it, for he hadn’t much gift of the gab.
He said; “Just belay for a moment; there’s a little spike close to your knee.
And tell me fair maid, when you’re properly belayed, would you care to hitch up with me?”
Said Mary, “It’s only a toss-up between you and Reginald Hake.
For the man that I’m going to marry must perform some great deed for my sake.
I will marry whichever bold climber shall excel at the following feat;
To climb head first down Hope, with no rubbers or rope, at our very next climbing Club
meet.”

18
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Now when Mary told the committee she had little occasion to
plead,
For she was as fair as a jughandled hold at the top of a
100foot lead.
The Committee ratified her proposal, and the President had to
agree;
Although he was fond of his
daughter he felt that she ought
to
Get married; between you and
me.
There was quite a big crowd for the
contest, lined up at the foot of the Slabs.
The Mobs came from Bangor in buses; the Nobs came from Capel in cabs.
There were many Peterborough Club members and the Pinnacle Club were there in new hats.
And, sight to remember, an Alpine Club member, in very large crampons and spats.
The weather was great for a change and the rock was as dry as a bone.
Hake arrived with a crowd of his backers, while John Brown strode up quite alone.
A rousing cheer greeted the rivals; a coin was produced and Hake tossed.
“Have I won?” cried John Brown as the penny came down.
“No you fool” hissed his rival. “You’ve lost”
So Hake had first go at the contest; he went up by the Ordinary Route.
And only the closest observer would have noticed a bulge in the toe of each boot.
Head first he came down the top pitches, applying his moustache as a break.
He didn’t relax till he had passed the Twin Cracks, and the crowd shouted “Attaboy Hake”
At the foot of the Slabs Hake stood sneering and draining a bottle of Scotch.
“Your time was ten seconds” the President said, consulting the Treasurer’s watch.
“Now Brown, If you’re to win you must beat that”. Our hero’s sang froid was sublime.
He took one look at Mary and, light as a fairy, ran up to the top of the climb.
Now though Hake had made such good going. John wasn’t discouraged a bit;
For that he was the speedier climber even Hake would have to admit.
So, smiling as though for a snapshot, not a hair on his head out of place,
Our hero John Brown started wriggling down; but look; what a change on his face.
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Prepare for a shock gentle ladies; gentlemen
check the blasphemous word,
For the villainy I am to speak of is such as
you never have heard!
Reg Hake had cut holes in the toes of his boots
and filled up each boot with soft soap.
As he slid down the climb he had covered in
slime every handhold and foothold on Hope.
Conceive (if you can) the tense horror that
gripped the vast concourse below,
When they saw Mary’s lover slip downwards like
an arrow shot from a bow.
“He’s done for” gasped twenty score voices. “Look out”
roared John from above.
As he shot down the slope, he was steering down Hope; still fighting
for life and for love.
Like lightning he flew past the Traverse; in a flash he had reached the Twin Cracks.
The friction was something terrific; there was smoke coming out of his slacks.
He bounced on the ledge at the top of Pitch Two and bounded clean over its edge.
A shout of “He’s gone” came from all except one, and that one of course was our Reg
But it’s not the expected that happens; in this sort of story at least.
For just as John thought he was finished he found that his motion had ceased.
His braces; (pre war and elastic) had caught on a small rocky knob.
And so safe and sound he came gently to ground amid the deafening cheers of the mob.
“Your time was five seconds” the President cried. “She’s yours my boy; take her. You win.
“My hero” breathed Mary and kissed him; while Hake gulped a bottle of gin;
And tugged his moustache as he whispered, “Aha my advances you spurn”
“Curse the chap who wins races by using his braces” and he slunk away ne’er to return.
They were wed at the Church of St Gabbro; and the Vicar; quite carried away,
Did a hand-traverse into the pulpit and called out “Let us belay”.
John put the ring on Mary’s finger, a snap-link it was, made of steel.
And they walked to the taxis ‘neath an arch of ice axes, while all the bells started to peal.
The Morals we draw from this story are several, I’m pleased to say;
It’s Virtue that wins in the long run: long silken moustaches don’t pay.
Keep the head uppermost when you’re climbing; if you must slither, be on a rope.
Steer clear of the places that sell you cheap braces and beware the fellow that uses soft soap.
Performed by Clive Osborne at the Club Dinner March 2011.
20
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Why do we compete?

Matt Lungley has been enjoying himself at the Pinnacle Climbing Centre
bouldering competition – he has the bug. Read on …
For whatever reason some of us choose to
challenge ourselves in climbing competitions,
be it for improvement, for fun or to
gauge on a personal level and against
others our own ability, they are a
part of climbing that has been
around for a long time, it is where
many of the heroes some of us look
up to honed their talent and
became the figures we admire and
watch in awe and amazement. They
were truly part of the making of the
Rock Stars of past
generations, present generations
and one of the
best ways for new
and rising talent
of this generation
to be noticed and
make there mark
on the climbing
world.
I recently
attended a local
competition in
Northampton at
the Pinnacle
Climbing Centre
(www.thepinnaclecentre.co.uk) on Monday the
15th of November. It was the first monthly
event in a series of competitions that will make
up a winter league, with new problems for
each month and individual result tables for

each event that will be recorded and at the
end of the event there will be an overall winner in each class.
Men’s open,
Women’s open and
Junior Male and
Female.
It was of the standard format to
other competitions I
have attended, with
an individual score
card issued to each
participant and three
hours to attempt
the 26 individual
problems, ranging in
difficulty from V0 to
around V8 on a variety
of angles and wall styles, making for a
good mix of problems, giving everyone
an enjoyable and definitely challenging
selection. The routes where all set by
The Pinnacle’s centre manager, route
setter and instructor Alex Fry, a very
talented and extremely strong climber
himself, who also kept an eye on proceedings and ensured that correct
practice and safety were followed at all times.
It’s definitely something I recommend for all
climbers at all levels as it’s a great way to meet
new people, climb lots of different problems
which require differing strengths and techniques, and therefore show you as an individual
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climber where your strengths and
weaknesses lie and where you can
improve, which is surely the desire
we all have in common.
You can check for future competition dates on Pinnacle’s website –
it’s only an extra £3 on top of the
normal £7 entrée fee, to have a go.
The winners for the individual categories were:
• Senior Men’s open – Dafydd
Roberts
• Senior Woman’s Open – Rose
(apologies to Rose, no surname
was provided on the online results
page)
• Junior Male - Tom Bonnert
• Junior Female - Tara Hayes
I would like to thank Daniela
Matias for the excellent and dedicated camera work and the support even though
she was restricted to the use of a mobile

phone; I think you will agree there are some
great shots. I would also like to thank Jason
Fox (Lee) for coming
along with me and giving
me support and competing himself to a very high
standard and spurring on
to try harder.
And finally I would
like to thank my sponsor
Trek Kits for the support. Please visit their
website at www.treckkits.co.uk.
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Kilimanjaro

Mike Pratt has some thoughts on how to redistribute to $635 ..

Our group of intrepid explorers

Kili is the highest mountain in Africa, one of
the fabled 7 summits.
It was towards the end of 2009 that eldest
daughter decided she wanted to “bond with
dad”. Her work commitments dictated that we
would have to bond in October. This was a bit
too late for the Alps and too early for Scottish
wanderings and so she decided we would go
to Kili.
You cannot just go and walk up Kili. It is in a
national park which has a fence around it. It is
regarded by the Tanzanian authorities as a cash
generator. You have to pay a fee to enter
($635) and have to employ guides and porters.
It also has, on some gates, armed guards. So we
had to go with a travel company. The one we
chose was Exodus and to be fair, they were
pretty good.

There are approximately 7 routes up Kili. You
have to pay for each day you are in the park
and thus the more time you spend getting up
the hill the more it costs you. In order to get
into the park you have to employ guide (s) and
porters. Obviously Exodus did this for us.
We looked at the routes on offer and chose
the Rongai route. We chose this route as it
was described as being less frequented than
Marangu and Machame routes.
We flew to Nairobi and then by a much
smaller aircraft to Kilimanjaro international airport. From there it was an hour, or so to our
hotel at Marangu.
We all met up in the hotel. The party of 12
was very mixed. One couple and various individuals. The oldest was a 66 year old Canadian
lady and the youngest was probably my daugh-
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ter. It was slightly worrying that by any standard I was the most experienced walker /
climber (more of that later).
The admin consisted of a head guide, 5 assistant guides, cook plus assistant and about 40
porters. The head guide, Charles, was good.
The following day we set out for the start of
the walk. It was about 45 minutes drive to our
start. After a certain amount of admin we
entered the Nale Moru Gate (1950m) at
lunchtime and had a half day walk to our first
camp. All the campsites are pre programmed
and are relatively near a water source. The
Rongai route is on the dry side of the mountain. All the moisture is dumped on the other
side and so the vegetation is sparse. There is
not a lot to see in terms of flora or fauna. The
first camp was at 2600m. All the camps consisted of 3 man tents shared by 2 persons. So you
had plenty of room. We also had a large nosh
tent which accommodated a big table and 12
chairs. There was a similar cooking tent.
Perhaps most importantly there was a toilet
tent with a sit down chemical water closet in
it.
The camp site was in a sparsely cleared area
amongst 5-6 foot high vegetation. The soil was
dusty. In fact all of Kili is dusty. It is volcanic
and dust and grit gets everywhere. Every time
you put something down it gets covered in
dust. When we got back to the hotel for our
first shower, the plugholes were blocked by
dust.
By now you are beginning to notice the altitude. It is one thing going to 3600 m on a day’s
skiing, or climbing trip, but it is very different
to stay at that altitude.
The day’s timetable would be that you were
woken up, depending upon the day’s travel,
between 5.30 and 7.00 with a cup of tea. Half
an hour later a bowl of hot water each would
arrive for washing. Breakfast would be 30 minutes after that and you would be expected to
move out 45 minutes after that. Breakfast was
a porridge substitute, or cereal, fruit, bread and
24

The porters and their loads!

eggs, or in the early days, bacon. You took
whatever you carried in your day pack and left
the remainder of your kit in your kitbag to be
carried by the porters. By the time you got
back from breakfast the porters were taking
down the tents. The party would set off and
quite soon you would start to be overtaken by
the porters. Not only were they carrying their
own personal gear but also 20kg of other luggage, mainly on their heads. They carried
everything, water, gas bottles, tables, chairs,
tentage and food. Absolutely everything. They
would go past you as though you were walking
backwards.
We would stop for lunch. By this time the
porters had erected the cook tent and the
cooks had prepared a hot lunch.
After lunch we set off again and the sequence
was repeated. By the time we reached the next
camp site the tents were erected and your bag
was inside. Tea and cakes were served in the
main tent and then you had some time to
yourself. Dinner was served about 6.30 pm.
Dinner was 3 course and reasonable. There
was even meat for the first couple of days.
One day we had fish and chips.
The next camp was at Kikelewa caves at
3600 m. By now the vegetation was more or
less non existent and the effects of altitude
were noticeable. My appetite faded and I did
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suffer from minor
headaches. The following
day was to Mawenzi Tarn,
which was at 4330m.
When we arrived we did
not stop but went 100, or
so metres above it for
acclimatisation purposes.
By now I was taking
Diamox to help with the
acclimatisation. The following day down a bit
and then across the saddle to Kibo camp at
4700m. This is the set off
point for the summit. It is
a big camp where a number of routes meet up. We arrived in the afternoon and had an early meal. We then had to
get heads down for a few hours sleep. We
were woken at about 11 pm for a cup of tea
and a bite to eat. It was absolutely bitter, about
minus 15. We set off for the summit soon after.
The path gets quite steep after Kibo camp and
it was a question of one foot in front of the
other and move in the light of your head torch
in a long line.
It was generally shingle.
We slowly
made
progress and
stopped now
and then for
a drink.
Hydration
sacks froze
(the answer
to that is to
hang it round
your neck inside your fleece). The idea was to
reach Gilman’s point (5685m) at sunrise. This
we did. The sunrise was pretty impressive. No
better than an alpine sunrise, but different. Kili
is a big free standing lump and so you see the

A typical camp.

sun rise across a massive plain. The porters had
thermos flasks and whilst we had a short rest
they provided a welcome cup of tea. The gradient from there eased substantially as we were
now on the crater rim. A slight descent and
then 150m height gain and 1½ hours steady
wander round the rim saw us arrive at the
summit. By now it had warmed up, but that is a
relative term, it was not really warm. We then
descended to
Kibo camp for
a slight
breather and
a bite to eat.
It was then
onward and
down to
Horombo
camp at 3720
m.
The advantage of the
Rongai route
is that you descend a different route from
Kibo and you see the damp side of the mountain. The vegetation was lusher and there was
evidence of water. Horombo camp is a bit
more civilised with wooden shacks for those
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ascending and shops
where you can buy
beer. We were in our
tents.
The final day was
down to Marangu
gate, the headquarters of the Park
Authority. We had a
welcome beer or two
and then we were
collected and taken
back to our hotel for
a decent wash and
meal.
Thoughts of the
trip.
You need a lot of
jabs and you need to
take a lot of pills.
Malaria is a potential problem. I took Malarone
as did the majority of people. It is supposed to
have fewer side effects than the other drugs,
although it is dearer. You need paracetamol for
headaches and you might need diarrhoea
tablets for the side effects of the diamox.
Altitude sickness was a problem which everybody suffered from to varying degrees.
Headaches, loss of appetite and some people
were vomiting. I was extremely fortunate
because on the evening of the summit ascent I
felt great. I had finally acclimatised.
The first night’s camp in a four season bag
was too warm, but thereafter you needed a
four season bag. Generally at night it was cold.
Long johns and a decent long sleeved vest
were much appreciated. Sitting in the nosh tent
could be cold and I did wear them for the
actual summit attempt. Some had duvets, but I
think normal layering would be sufficient.
Obviously it might depend on the time of year
that you went. We were lucky in that we only
had rain on the first afternoon.
The currency of Tanzania is the shilling. We
never saw any and everybody deals in US dol26

Sunrise at Gilmans point.

lars. I think 200 dollars should be enough if
you are going with a tour organiser. We spent
80 dollars on a tip for the staff. The only other
expenditure was to buy drink and food at the
hotel and airport. I also discovered that it is
cheaper to buy your visa at the entry airport
instead of the consulate in London. Things are
not dear, a beer in the hotel was $2.
Everything is done for you. All you have to do
is wash, sleep, eat and walk. You do not have to
put up any tents, prepare any food, collect any
water. It is great. If you have a problem with
being waited on - don’t go. If you have a problem with great disparity of wealth, yours and
the porters, who earn peanuts, don’t go. You do
not actually get near any porters, whether this
is by design I do not know. You only manage to
speak to guides. They are not well paid, but
certainly earn more than most. They work to
try and educate their children. Education is not
free and the money they earn goes to that
worthy cause. One of our guides had a degree
and spoke 5 languages (4 of them European).
Whilst you might have feelings about being
waited on hand and foot, the only thing I can
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Father and daughter on the summit.

say is that if tourists did not go and spend
their money their lot would be worse.
If you are a mountaineer this is not the
mountain for you. You need no technical skills
whatsoever to climb it. It is a chav’s mountain.
Of the 12 in our party 11 made it to the top.
The only person who did not, weighed 22
stones and even he got to 5000m. One chap
was on the party because he got drunk at
New Year and signed up. Another was 40 the
previous year and thought he needed a challenge. It is the type of trip where you see an
awful lot of new shiny Goretex. You also get
walkers at the conclusion of the trip giving
away all their kit to the guides. The reason
being is that they are never going to use it

again. Our head guide told us that 300 people
a day summit Kili, so quite a popular lump. If
you take into account the attrition rate of
those that do not make it and multiply the
total number by $635 (the entrance fee) you
will see that it is a good little earner for the
government.
There is one good route up Kili for aspiring
climbers and that is the Western Breach. It is
supposedly the only testing route, where you
need to use your hands and when there is
snow, you will need ice axe and crampons.
Exodus do not go on this route. If you do
decide to do Kili, go via the Western Breach,
or take your purple shell suit because it is that
sort of trip.
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PART TWO – MORE RHUM
GOINGS ON!

Further jottings of the “non-stop oldies”Rodney and Jane Benham (formerly
McClintock), who joined the PMC trip to the Isle of Rhum in the spring of 1981

Jane and Rodney on the Ferry with An Sgurr,
Eigg in the background. May 1981.

The bothy on the Isle of Rhum was very basic
with lots of natural ventilation provided by
numerous rat holes through its walls. The aluminium airline larder suddenly became a bit of
quality kit and Jane just smiled! Our first
evening we all enjoyed the Saturday Night
Celidh in the Village Hall. It was brilliant with
the local wardens and the island’s staff having a
great time and making us feel really welcome.
The Nature Conservancy had declared
Sunday as an “Open Day”, so we were able to
visit parts of the island which were normally
closed and where the deer congregated. We
were accompanied by a Warden and our jour28

ney took us along the track to “Kilmory” in
the north of the island, then along the coast to
Glen Shellesder. We were afforded stunning
views of the Isles of Canna and Skye. We
remember this as a great walk of 16 miles.
Monday was a day for summits! After a warning from the Warden regarding a serious “tick”
infestation on the island, great care was taken
with the fitting and the wearing of gaiters etc
(a sort of tick checklist!) The three of us set
off up “Allt Slugan `a Choilch” to “Bealach
Bairc-mheall” This was a rough day walking.
From “Bealach” we took the ridge to Hallival
723m, Askival 812m and Beihn nan Stac. The
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summits were basically
covered with bucket sized
boulders which have for
centuries, provided nesting sites for manx shearwaters. As a result they
were now covered with
lush green grasses and
other small flora and the
birds still live in the
numerous burrows. As we
gained height we were
enveloped in the mist and
going over the tops was
one of my (Rodney)
strangest mountaineering
Jane and Rodney on the slopes of Askival, Isle of Rhum, May,1981
experiences. The adult
he carefully placed his tin of “Heinz Baby Apple
shearwaters spend all day out at sea fishing, so
Puree” into the oven of the Aga cooker. After
the single chick is left alone in its burrow. The
sometime there was an explosion from the
noise of our walking above prompted them to
Aga – the oven door slowly opened to release
call with guttural laughter. In the swirling mist
a cloud of dark green smoke and a flattened
it sounded like the “goblins” were about to
small tin. Who hadn’t punctured the tin?
attack. It was very spooky!
Our last walk was along the coast to Dibidil.
Wednesday we set off on the track to Harris
A gentle finale to a fantastic week. On our
to the south of the island. Stuart and I left Jane
return to the bothy, my old moleskin breeches
to continue walking on the track, while we
were very hot and somewhat sweaty, so I
two went off to take in “Fionchra “ and
went down to scratch my “tackle”. To my
“Bloodstone” hill (the names on this island
absolute horror I discovered the early growth
just make you want to visit!), where we
of a third testicle!! Further examination with a
watched sea eagles “fishing”. Meanwhile Jane
torch (it was very dark inside the pair of
just walked and walked until after 7 miles she
moleskins), revealed that it was a blood red,
arrived at the mausoleum near Harris on the
fully bloated tick! I knew that it’s removal had
south western coast. Only then did she realise
to be very carefully executed as retention of
that she would have to retrace her steps the “claws” could lead to serious infection another 7 miles! However surprise, surprise,
just what you need on an isolated island! Jane,
she met her Warden again and his Land Rover,
who had some medical knowledge, seeing my
out catching dragonflies! Yet another lift back
consternation asked, “got a problem?” I
to the bothy, arriving in plenty of time to colexplained what was wrong. “I’ll burn it off with
lect the rump steaks, sausages and bacon
my lighter”, she said. Fantastic! Fireball or
which she had ordered before we left Mallaig,
what!! It was eventually removed with several
and had been delivered to the landing jetty at
drops of good Scottish Whisky!!
Kinloch by way of the mid week ferry!
These are my memories of a fantastic PMC
Organised or what!
trip with great people in 1981. A repeat trip
On that evening Bob, a friend of Kay Rawson,
such as this is long overdue.
decided to have apple sauce with his dinner. So
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Gormless nae more
Nick Livesey hits Coire an t-Sphincter

might as well be
known as ‘Alba-Lite’
given its large contingent of Scots.
Following our grand tour of
fuel emporia (my favourite of
which being Abington) we continued
north stopping off at Dunkeld. Stiff
Scottish grading went head to head with
soft southern sensibilities with ‘Ogg’s
Hindquarters’ almost making an arse out of
The Machine. By the time The Face had wobbled unconvincingly to the top we’d had
enough and scurried back to the car for fear of
attracting the attention of local hard men bent
on showing us the errors of our incompetence.
Onwards went we and soon huge rounded
It had been two long years since I last made
hulks gathered en masse to greet us, glens of
the effort to get north of the border and with
dark intrigue wended their way to who knows
Welsh winter grinding to a halt the time was
where and thoughts of ginsters were
upon me to set the record straight.
replaced with urgent longings to
Peter ‘The Machine’ Machin and I
The
explore the interior of the suralong with native Caledonian
final and
rounding wilds. Then came
Callum ‘The Face’ Urquhart were
crux pitch was
Aviemore where Team Demon
set to meet Team Demon at the
sensational at the
were conspicuous by their
Aviemore bunkhouse, a rather
grade and when my
absence.
palatial doss for a collection of
turn came I climbed
Somewhat unperturbed we
rump fed codpiece sniffers
up the chimney on
spent
a convivial evening in the
such as we.
good ice into a tantaOld
Bridge
where plates of delilising milky light
The Journey
cious
food
washed
down with
which promised
many
a
foaming
ale
were
heartily
En route we visited a series of
great things.
scoffed. Now, let it not be said that
fine service stations plunging our
we know not how to rock and roll for
plastic into the wall and collecting (as
next came an exciting game of Scrabble to
you do) that ‘funny’ money which always
while away the hours spent waiting for the
inspires a tedious conflab when presented to
arrival of Team Demon. When finally they came
the many and varied retail operatives back
to us our comrades were taciturn and wearing
home in the flatlands. Of course I would face
gaunt expressions, unconcerned with renewing
no such problems on my return for Corby
30
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friendships and seeking only to secure food to
soothe their rumbling bellies and liquor to still
their tremulous extremities. It turned out that
they had spent the previous night in an hotel in
Embra with a view to getting something done
the next day which had led to a late start in
Coire an t-Sneachda and an (some might say)
inevitable three on a rope epic. At this typical
example of nocturnal demon behaviour we
were sympathetic though not in the least bit
surprised!

The Runnel

With demon stalwarts Mark and Mick relaxing
and skiing respectively Jeff joined our ranks for
another day in Coire an t-Sneachda. We decided on The Runnel, a popular grade II and one
I’ve had my eye on since I started winter
climbing. It would be a good easy day for Jeff
and an interesting but not too challenging outing for Callum who had spent a fair time away
from the winter mountains ... but first we
would have to find it! None of our number
were Cairngorm experts, indeed it was my first
visit and at the Ski Centre the omens spoke of
floundering around a claggy corrie with no real
idea of where to start. The omens however
were silenced by a helpful local who pointed
us in the right direction.
I teamed up with Peter, Jeff with Callum and
we started up to the foot of our climb. Did I
mention that The Runnel was popular? A team
were already installed and soon we were
joined by another two; it was going to be a
longer day than we’d bargained for. Now, I
won’t provide a blow by blow account of our
ascent but the climb was characterised by long,
Baltic vigils at the belays, the dodging – often
unsuccessfully – of large missiles (metallic and
waterborne) though most frustrating for me
were the brief glimpses of the corrie floor and
distant hills as the weather threatened to
improve, but then that’s winter climbing I suppose! The final and crux pitch was sensational
at the grade and when my turn came I climbed

Nick Livesey

up the chimney on good ice into a tantalising
milky light which promised great things.
On topping out, that promise was slowly but
surely fulfilled. Peter and Jeff were keen to get
down so I commandeered Callum to be my
model in the protracted photo session that followed. During the golden hour I got my first
real view of the Cairngorm mountains and felt
that which from them emanates in profusion,
palpable of the ancient and awesome power
that radiates from the underlying granite. There
were no soaring spires on show; sinuous,
crenellated ridges were in short supply and a
distant skyline of sabre-toothed peaks was
nowhere to be seen. In fact most of the conventional features that excite the average
mountaineer were absent from the scene, but
what there was transcended the vulgar displays
of younger ranges. The visual appeal, though
extremely salubrious is not the main attraction
hereabouts. No, the appeal, for me at least, is
cerebral and even more so it is soulful, unlocking something primeval in a way that no other
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group of hills has ever done before. It’s deep
man!
With the best of the light spent we made our
way down to the Old Bridge via the Hungry
Haggis where large portions were greatly
appreciated.

An easy day on the hill

The next day dawned
bright though I was suffering from a worrying deficit
in my enthusiasm account
and wanted nothing more
than an easy day with my
camera. Back in Sneachda
the gale force winds blowing snow into the gullies
made my laziness easier to
live with and I took Mark
with me for a photographic trip up Fiachaill a’
Choire Chais where we received a good ham32

mering but were successful in getting our
shots. On our descent we came upon a handy
igloo, losing no time in taking residence within
we set about phoning the others to hear of
their day. Jeff and Callum had aborted their
ascent of Crotched Gully due to spindrift avalanches with Mick and Peter enduring a
thought-provoking solo of Jacob’s Ladder. I felt
vindicated and satisfied in
the knowledge that I’d had
a wonderful couple of days
in a very special place.
That night in the Old
Bridge was one of celebration; the beer flowed, the
laughter rang out and we
revelled in the unique glow
of gladness that comes
only from the heady
combo of friendship, ale and mountains. Next
year then, same time same place?
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Hong Kong bouldering

Jez Gittins takes a wrong turn at The Plantation and finds himself bouldering at
Shrek-O on Hong Kong Island
Hong Kong doesn’t immediately jump out at
you as a place for rock climbing, but a short
trip out of the city centre away from the hustle and bustle can surprise you. A 40 min trip
out of the city can take you to the coastal
areas of the island where there is some
dynamic bouldering and climbing to be had. In
recent years there has been an increasing focus
on developing some of the nearby islands, so if
you’re going to the area its certainly worth
packing your stickies and getting in touch with
the Hong Kong Climbers.
Much of the climbing in the
area lies on small islands so
a little organisation is needed for climbing but there are
several bouldering opportunities on the east of Hong
Above: Stuart Millis bouldering in
the sun; and left: Shrek-O Bay.

Kong Island. The rock is good,
clean and friction is positive!
Shrek-O is a beachside location
with a scenic backdrop that makes
it common for wedding pictures not to mention a bit of bouldering! And go in the summer
months to finish your bouldering with a quick
dip in the sea.
So if you’re passing through, get on the net
and have a look at the Hong Kong climbing
website and make some plans. The climbing
community in Honkers is good fun and always
looking to get out. If you want to know more
have a read of Hong Kong Bouldering by Stuart
Millis (2004) or check out:
www.hongkongclimbing.com.
Jez bouldering at Shrek-O.
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Gallery

Nick Livesey’s joint-winning pic in the PMC photo
competition 2011: Lucie surveys a sea of cloud over Wasdale.

Above: Max in the Lake District - on
Haystacks over-looking Buttermere, Jan
2011 (Jenna Maryniak).
Top right: Richard Maryniak skiing –
Courchevel (Jenna Maryniak).
Right: Courchevel, France, March 2011
(Nick Knight).
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CROXY’S
CROXY’S
Work Meets CONUNDRUMS
CONUNDRUMS
In this new column,
we’re going to get
answers to all
those questions you
didn’t know you
had, courtesy of our PMC resident
expert, David Croxford.

A Work Meet has been organised for the
weekend of 9-10th April at the PMC cottage
in North Wales.
The job list includes:
1) inspecting the Gable end slates and
making repairs.
2) replacing the toilet window with a new
PVC one.
Members from both Peterborough and
Wellingborough clubs are encouraged to help
if at all possible. To ease the cost, a sum of
£20 is given to the car driver bringing a full
car load and no fees are charged for accommodation.
A further work meet will take place
on 9th-11th September 2011.
Please lend a hand if you can.
Anyone who can attend should contact Gill
on stamfordgill@gmail.com

Q: Why shouldn’t I lubricate my
cams with vegetable oil?
When it oxidises it sets. Also it’s liable to contain free fatty acids which in a situation with
aluminium cams running on steel axles is
liable to give you hideous corrosion. The real
question is, where did this question come from
– which member of the club dipped his cam in
cooking oil?
Q: How can I encrypt my emails?
In order to encrypt your emails in a manner
that even Mike Smith’s friends can’t read, you
need a onetime pad. I would suggest the green
hornet. The green hornet was a system used
for the British and American governments to
talk to each other during the Second World
War; I believe it’s still unbreakable.
There is one problem with just about any
encryption scheme however; it’s what Bruce
Schneier called rubber
hose cryptography. The
problem is that the simplest way to break any
decent encryption
machine is to find someone who has the keys
and beat them out of
them with a rubber
hose.
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* Events *
C
P M Dates for your diary
Hut Work Meet –
8th to 10th April

Scramble in the Lakes
9th to 10th July.

Meet leader: Gill on
stamfordgill@gmail.com
Please get involved – we need YOUR
help!

Meet Leader: Clive Osborne tel 07783
542221
Staying at the cottage in Threlkeld or
camping at Setmabanning Farm.
The two BEST scrambles in the Lakes:Pinnacle Ridge on St Sunday Crag (very
photogenic) and Sharp Edge on
Blencathra (narrowest ridge of all).

April Hut Meet –
16th to 17th April
Contact Jez Gittens
events@peterboroughmc.co,uk

May / Improvers Meet –
21st to 22nd April
Contact Jez Gittens
events@peterboroughmc.co,uk

Coming up: Scottish Meet,
President’s BBQ, lakes Mountain
Bike / Climb meet. Contact Jez or
Jeff for more details:
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Cornish Trip
27th to 30th May.
Contact: Mat Green.
mat_green@hotmail.com. First come
first served basis,

Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Jeff Smith and Jez Gittins
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
For latest details see the
PMC website
www.peterboroughmc.co.uk, check the notice
board at the climbing wall, or join our Facebook
group!

